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Dr
Drodiya
Sheep

  
 Drodiya hondogh dalts’enh?  Where do sheep stay?
 Drodiya digheloye ti dalts’enh.  Sheeps stay in the mountains.

Tr
Dotron’
Crow

 Yughla dotron’.     There is a crow.

 Dotron’ not’wh.     Crow is flying.

 Dotron’ yodigu not’wh.   Crow is flying up there.
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Sr
Sruh
Robin

Yetla sruh.
There is a robin.

Sruh dot’anh?
What is robin doing?

Sruh chit’uh iłtse.
Robin is making a nest.

Zr
Jezra
Camp robber

 Nutla jezra.     There is a camp robber.

 Hondogh zido jezra hwsh ti?
 Where does camp robber stay in the winter?

 Jezra jodugh zido iłt’e.  
 Camp robber stays around here all the time.

 Jezra chin’esh tsihwyan’.  Camp robber always steal.
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Ł
Łuka
Fish

 
 Nutla łuka.     Here is fish.

 Nidots’o mi’uzra’ łuka?  What is the fish’s name?

 Ch’ulkoy ine.     It is a pike.

 Łił ił dil’ane ine ch’ulkoy.  Pikes can be caught with a hook.

Y’
K’wy’
Willow

 Yetla k’wy’.     There is willow.

 Hondogh k’wy’ dinyah?  Where does willow grow?

 K’wy’ tomogh niyah.   Willows grow along the river.

 K’wy’ hiyonh heyene dineje ił tso’ ił.  
 Moose and beaver eat willows.
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Tł
Hwtł
Sled

 Hwtł nizrune.    Good sled

 Yada t’o iltseye’e?   What is it made of?

 K’esh t’o iltsesh.   It is made with birch.

Dl 
Dlot’
Floating Moss

 Yetla dlot’.    There is floating moss

 Yada’e dlot’?    What is a floating moss?

 Hwdinyah ine dlot’.  Floating moss is a plant.

 Dlot’ tuko’niyah.   Floating moss grow on top of water.
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Nidots’o Chela’ena Yats’notasdidatł’
How the Boys Escaped

Notehna cheł ghelhe’ yoych’ihiłdish hwye’ił ts’ełk’in mik’o’ 
sritoneghił. 
Two boys were shooting arrows when one lost his arrow.

Hiyeko nihwlyah hwye’ił kayih hik’ahelnech ts’e’ ey dohisdatł’. 
They were looking around for it when they found a house and climbed to 

the top of it.

Noygi dahiynane’an’ hwye’ił noygit łonh nemaje zikonh ts’och chuh 
ye. 
When they peaked it, down there in a big bowl there was an ice cream.

Dahinedatł’ ts’e’ hiygheyon’. 
They went inside and ate it.

Eyt hitł’oghwnh ts’ełk’inh tsa chuh t’oh neyinal’enh. 
After that one person hid under a big rock.

Ts’ełk’inh łide’ tse’ał t’ogh gheyo.
The other one hid under a pillow.
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Eyt hidalts’enh hwye’ił ni’ots’ daneyo ets’ik. 
They were staying there when they heard a person walk in.

Ts’och ikadalzish ets’ik. 
They heard her kick the bowl

“Mada niyet heye gheyon’?” ne łonh. 
She said, “Who ate what was inside you?”

“Ts’ełk’inh tsa t’ogh zido,” ne łonh ts’och. 
The bowl said, “One is sitting under the big rock.”

Ts’ełk’inh chu’ tse’ał t’ogh. 
The other one is under the pillow.

Nok’ołonh łonh hwtalnik ts’e’ michon yet hidalts’enh. 
The woman swallowed them and they were inside her stomach

Ts’ełk’inh sraye goya ts’anełtonh ts’e’ mi’ił deyt’anh heninh chu’ 
tsak’ors ts’adinane’onh. 
One had a small knife while the other one had a sharpening stone.

Hiymit kwnet’ots’ ts’e’ tenogwshheldatł’.
They cut through her stomach and ran out.
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Ts’ek’its’a Kwnja’
Ts’ek’its’a’s Story

Gaguł’ił tiheygheł’an’ heyene konsa. 
They used to catch ground squirrel with snares.

Nughda’ Ts’ek’its’a yihwts’ ghelchu deyigheł’ane. 
Your cousin, Ts’ek’its’a, that’s how she used to catch them

Gaguł ił hwyan’ ghelchu konsa ghelich he’. 
She only used snares to catch ground squirrels

Todzołno’ dongi ch’imodzigha’ dino’oł heyiłne. 
Up the swift fork she would carry burning punk, they used to say

Tsimesja yel’ane.  She used it for matches.

Yada ghwla’ tił’eye’ił ede chu’ unodoyoł chu’da ts’e’. 
When she sees something she would walk around it

No łech’a edine toteł ts’e’ yan k’wda. 
She didn’t have a dog, nothing at all.

No denk’a edine totel no ts’ełtin’ edine. 
She didn’t have any gun or a bow.

Mi’ił didina’ist’anh idenh tukwda dighit’anh ts’e’.
Nobody was with her, she was alone in doing this.
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Michila nodo’ k’o’edikash deno hiłde’ dighit’an’ łonh ts’e’. 
She used to do this while her younger brother went canoeing downriver.

Michila hono’idikash Telida hwye’ił hiłde’ “Nongi dodats’teyosh” 
heyiłne.
They used to say, “When her younger brother canoes back to Telida he 

would walk after his sister up toward the mountains.”

Konsa it’iyats’.  Lots of ground squirrels.

Konsagwnh nich’iditał’o łone ił yugh ha’eyosh nongehw Todzołno’. 
When he finally reach her she had dried ground squirrels on a drying rack.

Yuhwdit’anh dighelchu’e noch’ighe’onh konsa dalt’a łonh yitoyel 
ts’ihighin ede. 
One time when it was getting dark she fried a ground squirrel for supper.

Ede gheyon’ ts’i’in naztanh ghelhe’.  She ate that and went to bed.

Noch’ighe’onh.  It became dark.

Ts’ełyek.   Dark.

Hwye’ił łochu mughney’neyo łone ił hik’a’elnech. 
Then she found out that something walked to camp.

Notsugh hwdazk’wn’ higoya ts’e’.  The fire was small.

Ch’itsan’ yughdazdlo łone yonsi medidighetsish nohwdedik’osh 
higoyadi. She had grass tied together which she picked up and poked 

into the small fire. 11



Ede iłde’ yimit’gho’ adanełt’onh. 
That one she put under the animal’s belly

Hwye’ił dek’onh.
Then it started burning.

Yit hwye’ił “Yiłdighene’ ” heyiłne. 
Then “she said” they said

Notsinh dichinh toy’nighanełdray’ ts’ighel he lonh. 
It lighted up the forest down below

Idzgeye et ese iłlit’. Idzgeye iłlit’ ts’ihunoholnich hiyił dighene’ 
ts’imikwnja’.
She told the story of how she burned the scary one. That was her news

Yede ch’imodzigha’ iłt’e k’wda yi’ił nohwdełk’osh ts’ihigh’in iłt’e 
yedinołk’oł łone. 
The punk she always used that to make fire with so she always had it 

burning.

Yuhhwnt’aye nich’ik’odinala ts’e’ tsimesja kwl ts’idihughet’a’don 
hiłde’ dihot’an’ ts’e’.
She also had extra punk to replace when one is burning out. That’s what 

they use to do when there was no matches.
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